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“To the Point”

This year will go down in memory as the
year that the world stood still, but
nothing happened with respect to our
club. In the background the committee is
working hard, but as we are a very
socialable club, it has hit us particularly
hard.

A special feature will appear over the
next few newsletters about your
committee members and the lockdown,
which makes interesting reading.
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Archery according to 'One Sheet'
A clicker is someone who keeps snapping their fingers.

Club Notices
Welcome to Ben(Associate). Please find time to say hello and introduce yourself.

Do not move the target; they are setup for all to use.
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Winter Competitions
Firstly, a thank you to everyone who completed the survey
concerning a postal frostbite round, the results showed there is
considerable interest in such a competition.
As a result, Leicestershire & Rutland County Archery Association
(L&RCAA) who normally run the L&R300 over the winter indoor season,
have decided that, due to Covid-19, many clubs will not be able to shoot
indoors this winter.  As an alternative, a postal frostbite round will be run
from October to March 2021.
This will be held along the same lines at the L&R300.  Archers will shoot
the round each month (you can score as many times as you like during the
month, your best scores will go forward to the competition).  The
competition is both an individual and team challenge with the results being
published on the county website.
For those who are not familiar with a frostbite round, it consists of 3 dozen
arrows being shot in 6 arrow ends at a 80cm target face at a distance of
30m.  Target faces can be purchased from any archery supplier.
Score sheets will be submitted by scanning or photographing and e-mailing
to lr300comp@gmail.com from where they will be collated.  Score sheets
submitted after the deadline will not be counted.
A copy of the all the rules, scoresheets, submission dates etc will be posted
on the county website very soon. In the meantime ,you should receive an
e-mail with more details in the next few days.
Good luck & may your arrows fly straight and true!

Rugby Bowmen
Quote from Rugby Bowmen;

'The good news is that we have heard in the last few days that we should be able
to get back to our regular ground from September.  We are just working through the

risk assessments etc, but fingers crossed this should be possible.
Therefore, we will not be looking to extend the usage of your field

after our August sessions.

The whole club would like to extend their thanks to
Lutterworth for allowing us to use your field during
lockdown.'

http://www.rugbybowmen.org.uk
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Club survey results
Thank you all for the responses to the recent club survey. There was an excellent
response rate.

Given that our normal communication channels of seeing each other regularly at the
field, and the historic Saturday briefings before shooting are gone, it has been really
useful to gauge members feelings, preferences, requests and suggestions from this
survey. We had hoped by now to be seeing each other regularly face to face under normal
shooting – but clearly this is not likely in the foreseeable future.

The committee are starting to work through the survey exploring what’s viable and
practical to action. So please watch out for further correspondence “Survey - you said, so
we did…”

Some of the reoccurring feedback was:

� Consensus for not shooting indoors in the current climate
� Consensus for purchase of 2 further fixed external targets
� Suggestions on target distance additions / changes
� Preference for fixed targets on wheels
� Availability of the toilet
� Practical challenges during the winter such as parking at the farm and the

mowing of the field
� Outdoor heaters / canopy possible?
� Winter competitions
� Tea/ coffee with social distancing?

 The first item from the survey that we can let you know about is about indoor shooting.

As a result of your feedback, we have had to take the difficult decision to cancel the
booking for 2020/2021 indoor dates with Lutterworth Leisure Centre, as only 5 archers
stated a confirmed preference for indoor shooting. We are though, making a provisional
booking for 2021/2022 with them.

The second item we are progressing from the survey is the LAC toilet. We are working
hard to make this safe for use, purchase necessary and appropriate cleaning materials
and setting up sanitizing protocols in order to make this available to club members who
choose to use it.

And finally, for now, we are progressing the purchase of 2 fixed external targets. This will
require us to reset the field and move the existing targets to accommodate the new ones
whilst still working within safe range and social distancing guidance. This will also
provide a safe opportunity to make distance changes. We are not yet sure when the new
targets will be available and ready but will keep you posted.

Your committee are working hard on your behalf, we are all volunteers, not experts. We
will not always get it right, we’ll do the best we can, but we can’t try to
make it better if we don’t know. So please, if you have concerns,
suggestions or questions, please let the members representative
Charles know via email (news@lutterwortharchery.org.uk) or
email any of the committee members.

Please keep your eyes on club emails over the coming weeks
for the regular newsletter, quizzes and progress on your
requests and suggestions.

Keep safe
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Coaching - Covid Style
In March 2020,when the government implemented a country wide
lockdown in an attempt to control the Coronavirus spread, we knew that our
beginners’ course that was scheduled for April would have to be postponed and
from then on coaching was going to be different until the pandemic was over.
Archery GB have issued various guidance since then. Now we are advised
coaching and beginners’ courses can continue, all be it under restrictions, in
particular, maintaining social distance. So the question the coaches have been
asking is “What does Socially Distance Coaching look like?”
To try to answer that, club coaches from around the county were invited to observe
a beginners’ course at Bowmen of Glen. As well as club coaches, this was
attended by Maggie Squires AGB National Coach and Yakoob Ali County Coach &
County Development Officer. Without going into too much detail I can say that we
all had a similar experience and came to the conclusion that it’s difficult and hard
work.
The course had to be “tweaked” taking some bits out due to time constraints and
doing a lot of “off bow” work. All the equipment was sanitised before use and each
beginner allocated a boss and kit bag. No one else touched the kit throughout the
course. Eye dominance tests and arrow length measurements were all done by the
beginner, at home prior to the course, by following the pre-course instructions sent
out.
One coach/helper was allocated to each boss so that it took a lot of help and
patience to run the course. Adjustments to the beginner’s posture, anchor point,
elbow etc was done by verbal instructions and by the use of a long stick (to
maintain the 2m distance). Eddie Pemberton spent the day on the shooting line
with a walking stick!!
At the end of the day, the beginners appeared to enjoy their experience and
understood the reasons for taking time to practise drills off the bow. For the
coaches, it was an invaluable experience which we can take forward.
Moving on from this, two coaching webinars were arranged. Lloyd Brown, AGB UK
Olympic and National Coach and previously USA National Coach, hosted the two
presentations on “The Technical Framework” and “Shot Execution”. Interestingly,
there are slight differences between the techniques being employed by
Olympic/National coaches and those being taught on Beginners’ courses. Lloyd

suggests that archers should use a square stance rather than the
open stance which was promoted by the Korean archers who,

incidentally, are now going away from this technique as it
appears to potentially lead to lower back problems.

The second technique employed by Olympic/National
Coaches is a higher draw. There is a move away from
teaching beginners the traditional “T” draw as it has been
found that a higher draw (eye height) takes less energy
and promotes the shoulder rotation. There is a caveat
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with this, the arrow has to stay parallel with the ground when
drawing, to minimise the danger of launching an arrow into the air if
a point up draw is employed.
Other subjects discussed in the first presentation included:

• Drills & skills
• Posture
• Stance
• Body & head position
• Hook
• Bow hand placement
• Set up
• Aiming

The second presentation dealt with shot execution with the starting point that:
Good posture, head & body position leads to …..
Good alignment, which leads to …..
Good shot execution

With that in mind, discussions were had concerning:
• Drawing and loading
• Shot execution errors
• Drills
• Conditioned response
• Use of a shot trainer

Without going into a long explanation on each, most of the material Lloyd used is
available for coaches to view and download via the AGB Learning Curve. I now
have access to this but the files are large to download.
Club coaches from around the county continue to “meet” on a regular basis as we
have since the beginning of the pandemic and are available to help and advise
archers.
Hopefully we can get back to active coaching as soon as possible.

News
Did you see the special edition of "To the Point" detailing
the trophy winners and those who were had
achievement certificates? If you didn't, then checkout
the club's website.
If you have not paid your AGB subscriptions by now,
then you cannot shoot. If this was an oversight, then
get in touch with David (club treasurer).
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You have been seen
Saturday 7th August Socially distanced archers, Sylvia, Terry, Fran and
Shane, enjoying a fine weather shoot.

The committee,
the lockdown and me

Mick
27th March 2020 was a hectic evening.  The Lutterworth Sports Centre
announced they were closing so we hurriedly had to arrange to collect all the
archery kit, returning it to the field the following day. Luckily, I had my son’s
works van for the weekend.

Since then, I have chaired the club committee meetings which have been held
once a month to address the rapidly changing situation and advice from
government and AGB.  Once the field was closed and we couldn’t shoot, a lot of
time was spent grass cutting, car cleaning (my car has never been so clean!)and
walking around the countryside.  Like a lot of people, we had to cancel trips

abroad and social activities nearer home.

Having moved house last year, we designed the garden and
had it landscaped during the summer.  Still lots to do

though, visiting garden centres to choose plants, filling
our newly created raised beds with top soil and laying
slabs.  Well, that resulted in a reoccurrence of my back
injury which  put me put of action for 8 weeks! But it’s
all done now and the raised beds are full of winter veg.
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Mrs S & myself have both got into a fitness regime since
lockdown, both doing exercise of some sort each day.  I can’t
image how many miles I've clocked up on my exercise bike! Other
exercises included bow drills and band work.  In the last month we
were pleased to be able to return to our dance classes.

Archery wise, the e-mails don’t stop so I’ve spent time answering queries and
trying to stay in touch with members.  I have been “attending” the monthly
county meetings, coaches meetings and discussions.  Preparing the required risk
assessments and other documentation some of which needs to be revisited each
time the advice changes.

As soon as we could re-open the field, it was all hands on deck to reposition the
bosses to comply with the new rules (min of 5m between bosses).  Since then I’ve
tried to shoot at least once a week.

As soon as AGB moved into phase 2 and coaching could begin again, the coaches
in the county had discussions concerning what socially distance coaching would
look like.  I attended a beginners course run under the new restrictions together
with other coaches to find out what works and what doesn’t.  We were all in
agreement, socially distanced coaching is not easy and the course showed the
necessity for a lead coach to oversee activities. The following week resulted in
various discussions and two webinar presentations being done by Lloyd brown,
UK National & Olympic Coach, which I “attended”.

Now we are moving into the winter “indoor” season, we are working on how best
to make the most of the field, arranging to purchase more bosses and, once
again, re-arranging the field to comply with the latest AGB advice.

On behalf of the county, I am re-launching the county postal league, which this
year will be a Frostbite round as an alternative to the L&R300 as a lot of clubs
will not have access to an indoor venues.

And lastly, putting together a “just for fun” winter archery quiz, so watch out for
that.

Charles
On the evening that lockdown was announced on the 16th March, I was back at
work within 30 minutes, and haven't stopped since. That is the burden of the I.T.
profession.

The wife and I have a static caravan in Norfolk and our usual visits have been
curtailed, which has left us feeling disjointed as we did not have our escape from
normal life.

As my wife works at a school, she has had an extended
"holiday", which has had affected me, as I have put on
weight. Lots of baking and tea and biscuits. Very sad she
is now back at work.

The archery committee tasks have kept me busy,
particularly the newsletter. Without activity it is
difficult to find stories. Hopefully, what I have put
together has been useful and keeps us all in touch.
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I haven't shot as much as I would like, but without the indoor
competitions that I like to attend at other clubs, it has been
difficult to find focus. I do need to buy some new arrows, so that
will bring  some focus.

As my wife and I have family members who have serious illnesses, keeping
healthy and safe is a priority. This pandemic has caught everyone on the hop,
and dealing with it has no precedent, so we have to do everything possible to look
after each other.

John
I was placed on furlough at the start of the pandemic and stayed at home for 4
and a half months, believe me I’ve never been so busy bearing in mind I didn’t
really leave my house and garden in that time!!

Mrs B had a list of jobs that seemed to never end, I decided early on that I would
take my time getting through them but managed to time it perfectly and went
back to work just after ticking off the last one!!

Haven’t shot at all since it all began but have kept my bow regularly strung and
pulled to ensure it’s ready for when I feel confident to return to the field.

I’m really pleased to see the committee keeping members constantly updated on
the ever changing situation and positively motivating members to continue
enjoying our sport despite the pandemic doing its best to disrupt things.

And remember stay safe and well.

Unstrung
I missed because …. for some strange reason my
arrows have been flying funny all day
I missed because …. you mean I was supposed to hit
THAT target?

Quiz
How much do you know about archery?
In order to help you, while away the winter, we will be running a "Just for
Fun" archery quiz from October through to March 2021.  Each
question/answer will be "loosely" connected to archery, albeit tenuously!
There will be 10 questions each month, with the answers being circulated
the following month.  The first questions will be circulated shortly, so
watch out for these and see how many you get correct.
There are no prizes, it's just a bit of fun for the winter.


